Bob Dylan Signature Series

The Bob Dylan Signature Series model represents the next generation in harp design and playability, resulting from the collaboration between Bob Dylan and Matth. Hohner master craftsmen.

This new harp is designed to produce a brilliant or "bright" sound ... which, when combined with the warm tone of a wooden comb, creates greater sonic versatility allowing artists such as Bob Dylan to more easily express themselves.

The instrument features gold-plated reed plates, custom cover plates bearing Bob Dylan's signature and a carrying case embossed with Bob Dylan's personal "Eye" logo.

Available individually (key of C) or as a set of seven natural keys (G, A, B, C, D, E and F) with custom case.

Individual Key of "C": $129
Natural Key Set: $900

www.hohnerusa.com/bobdylan.html
A Historic Collaboration.

The Hohner company and Bob Dylan are proud to unveil the Bob Dylan Collection of hand-signed and played harmonicas and Signature Series harmonicas, celebrating the legacy and accomplishments of both Bob Dylan and Hohner.

The Hohner company has been manufacturing harmonicas since 1857. Its relationship with Bob Dylan spans over 50 years. During his career, Bob Dylan has won awards for his songwriting, performing, and recording, earning him eleven Grammys (and a Lifetime Achievement Award), Kennedy Center Honors and an Academy Award. He has been inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame and the Songwriters Hall of Fame. In 2008, Bob Dylan was awarded a Pulitzer Prize Special Citation for his "profound impact on popular music and American culture, marked by lyrical compositions of extraordinary poetic power."

Bob Dylan Hand-signed Harmonicas

Complete set of seven Marine Band harmonicas in the natural keys of G, A, B, C, D, E, and F — all played and hand-signed by Bob Dylan. Displayed in an exclusively handcrafted inlaid ebony box, with Bob Dylan's personal "Eye" logo on the lid and renowned, framed picture by Daniel Kramer. "Record of Authenticity" certificate (signed by the president of Hohner, Inc.) is secured inside its custom drawer.

Limited to twenty-five (25) sets in existence.
$25,000

Single Marine Band key of C harmonica, hand-signed by Bob Dylan. Displayed in a handcrafted inlaid ebony box, with a "Record of Authenticity" certificate (signed by the President of Hohner, Inc.) secured inside the box lid.

Limited to one hundred (100) harmonicas in existence.
$5,000
RARE AND UNRELEASED 1989-2006
THE BOOTLEG SERIES VOL. 8

The 8th installment in his critically-acclaimed Bootleg Series features 27 unreleased recordings on 2 CDs including studio demos, alternate album takes, live tracks, rare film songs, 60-page color booklet and more.

Also Available:
• 3 CD Limited Deluxe Edition
  with 190 page hardcover book of rare singles
  covers from around the world
• 4 LP presented on 180 gram vinyl

Available Everywhere October 7th

Visit the newly relaunched BobDylan.com today to order